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1. Introduction 
Rim [8) proved 16 years ago that to test weak or absolute projectivity or injec- 
tivity of a module over a finite group G, it suffices to test the Sylow subgroups of 
G. More recently, a paper by Quillen and Venkov [7] showed that, again assuming 
G finite, any elements ofH*(G, Fp) which restricts to 0 in H*(G, , Fp) for every 
elementary abelian subgroup Gt of G is nilpotent. One of the purposes of this paper 
is to show that if G is finite and R is any ring, an R(G)-module is weakly or absolute- 
ly projective or injective iff it is so as an P(G, )-module for every elementary abelian 
subgroup Gt of G. We aIso intend to generalize this result to groups with finite 
quotients, and to prove some results on extending projectivity in modules over abe- 
lian groups and over locally finite groups. 
Every ring has a unit element. All modules are left modules unless pecified. if R 
is any ring (not necessarily commutative) and G a group then R(G) is tht: ring 
R@ ,2(C). All groups are discrete xcept in Serre’s Proposition (section 2). All 
transfers are classical; if H is a subgroup of G of finite index, M, aud M2 are R(G) 
modules, and fE HornR~,,,(M1, M2), then ‘H_&) E Hom,.&MI, 4) is the 
transfer off to an R(G)-map (note that this is independent o ’R). Again with II of 
finite index in G, an R(G)-module M is (R(G), R(H))-relatively projective iff there 
is an f’E HomRtHI(M, M) such that t~_+Cf) = 1, iff the multiplication 
map R(G)@,tM M + 111 splits over R(G). Note that if G is finite, weakly R(G)- 
projective is equivalent to (R(G), R( 1)) = (R(G), R)-relatively projective. If .M is an 
R(G)-module, then MC is the submodule of elements fixed by G. 
A colimit is the same tiling as a direct limit. If the indexing set is directec’, we 
call the colimit a filtering colimit or a filtering direct limit, and we refer to the in- 
dexing set as a filtered indexing set. 
Fp = Z/p& howevel we try to use the former notation only if we are think ng of 
it purely as a coefficient module and not as a group in its own right. If C? is a cla;s 
of grips, then we denote by LC AL? r-lass of locally e groups, by which we mean 
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those groups in which every finitely generated subgroup is contained in a e sub- 
group. If G is any group, then cd. RG = proj. dim.,&?, and ifg E G then (g> is 
the cyclic subgroup of G generated by g. If G is finite, then NC is the sum of the 
elements of G in Z(G) ( or in R(G)), and IG I is the order of G. Finally, if G is finite 
and M is a G-module, then fi*(G, M) represents the doubly infinite Tate col~on~olo- 
gy of G with coefficients in M. 
Most of the results in this paper first appeared in the author’s doctoral thesis [4] ; 
while the proofs given here aye meant to be complete, some of the details of calcula- 
tions omitted here can be fat. nd there. 
2. The finite group ring case 
fieorem 1. Let R be arzy ring, G a finite group, and Man R(G)-module. The follow- 
ing are eq uivalen t : 
(1) M is weakly R(G)-projective. 
(2) M is weakly R(H)-projective for every abelian subgroup H of G. 
(3) M is weakly R(H)-projective for every elementary abelian subgroup H of G. 
(4) M is weakly R(H)-projective for a member H oj’each conjugacy class of ele- 
mentary abelian subgroups of G. 
Proof, That (1) - (2) is well known (Rim [8], does it for R = Z, but the proof for 
any R is the same). (2) =+ (3) is trivial. That (3) * (4) is also well known (see Maclane 
[S ] , pp. 117- 118). Thus we need only show that (3) * (1). However, at the same 
time as he does the above, Rim also shows that an R(G)-module is weakly R(G)- 
projective iff it is weakly R(H)-projective for every Sylow subgroup H of G (again 
he proves it for R = Z, but the proof carries over word for word for any ring R). 
Thus we may assume that G is a finite p-group for some prime p. We now reduce t 
theorem further via the lemma: 
he 
Lemma 1 A. Let G be a finite p-group. If the above theorem holds for Z/pZ(G)- 
modules, then it holds for R(G)-modules. 
Proof. For any finite group il and any R(H)-module M, M is weakly R(H)-projective 
iff lj*(H, HomR(M, M)) = 0 iff HomR(M, M) is weakly Z(H)-projective where 
HomR(M, M) is given the diagonal H-action. For if M is weakly R(H)-projective, 
there is an f E HomR (M, M) such th?t tl __,&‘) is the identity map on M. But then, 
as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 in Rim [8] , treating Hom( 1, f) as a Z-map be- 
tween the Z(H)-module HomR (M, M) and itself, we get that +&Hom( 1, f)) is 
the identity on HomR (M, M), SO as a Z(H)-module HomR(M, M) is weakly projec- 
tive. so fi*(H, HomR (M, M)‘) = 0. On the other hand, if ci”(H, HomR (M, M)) = 0, 
then every element of HomR (M, IVjH is NH = f, for some fin HomR (M, M). But 
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since 1, E Horn&W, My, and NH l f = t1 ,&), there is an f E Hom,(M. M) 
whose transfer to an R(H)-map is the identity map on M, so M is weakly R(H)-pro- 
jet tive. 
To complete the proof of the lemma, we need only show that if the theorem is 
true for R = Z/p& then for any R if Horn&M, M) = M’ satisfies condition (3) as a 
Z(G)-module, then I@(G,M’) = 0 for every n E Z. Consider the exact sequence 
. . 
‘0 + pfJ+ M’-I: M’-G &f;w () , 
where the middle homomorphism is just multiplication by p. Since M' satisfies con- 
dition (3), for each elementary abelian subgroup 1f of G there is a map fH: M’ --+ M’ 
of Z-modules such that t l_1l(fH) = lMp. Then since multiplication by p commutes 
with any module homomorphism we get a commutative diagram (where .& and fii 
are induced by fH): 
. 
Now by the naturality of the transfer, fl_+&& j = 1Ft and likewise t l.,&~) = 
so if condition (3) holds for M' as a Z(G)-module it also holds for pM' and Mb as 
Z(G)-modules. But these modules are Z/pZ(G)-modules, and for any group Ii a 
Z/pZ(H)-module is weakly projective iff it is weskly projective as a Z(II)-module. 
By the hypothesis of the Iemma, we have that ,M’ and Mb are weakly projective as 
Z/pZ(G)-modules, and thus as Z(G)-modules. Now let N = PM' = Im(p : M' -+ M'). 
Then we get the exact‘ sequences of Z(G)-modules 
. ,t 
o-pM'~M'Qv+O 
where multiplication by y on A! factors as p’ l p”. These short exact sequences in- 
duce the exact sequences on cohomology 
where the end terms are 0 because [,bi’ 2nd ML are weakly Z(G)-projective. Thus 
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(p”)* and @I’)* are isomorphisms, &d (p’)* l @I”)* = p* is an automorphism of 
pl(G, M’) for every n E Z. But since G is a finite p-group, say of order pk, 
&(G, M’) is #-torsion, so multiplication by p cannot be an automorphism of 
fin(G, M’), unless it is 0. Since p* is just multiplication by p, &(G, M’) = 0 for 
every n E Z, and M is weakly R(G)-projective. The lemma is proved. 
To prove that (3) * (1) ‘or R = Z/pZ, we make use of the following result of 
Serre ([9], Proposition 4,0p. 416-417): 
Proposition (Serre). Let G be a pro-p-group which is not elementary abelian. Then 
there is a finite series of n 11 l-zero elements of HI (G, Z/pZ), say ~1, 22, . . . . qfl, such 
that 
u = I? fl(Zi) = 0 in Ii2”’ (G, Z/pZ) 
i=i 
where as usual /3 is the Bockstein operator. 
We observe with Serre ?hat the Zi’S can be considered to be group maps 
Zi: G -+ Z/pZ. Fixing a generator of Z/pZ, say 0, we construct the usual periodic re- 
solution of Z as a Z(Z/pZ)-module, with a free module on one generator in each 
degree, and the maps being multiplication by (u - 1) and Nzlpz. Using this resolu- 
tion, we get a natural identification of Z/pZ with H2(Z/pZ, Z/pZ). If this is done 
properly, we get fl(Zi) = z?(l), 1 E Z/pZ = H2(Z/pZ, Z/pZ), Zi as a group map induc- 
ing z: on cohomology. We make this identification without comment in the future. 
Recall that if MI is a Z/pZ(H)-module for any group H, then H*(H, M, ) is a 
graded module over the graded ring N*(H, Z/pZ). Recall also that Tate cohomology 
agrees with ordinary cohomology in degrees above 0, and if H = Z/pZ in the previous 
sentence, we have that 1 E H2(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) = h2(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) induces by multipli- 
cation an isomorphism from M(Z/pZ, M, ) to Mi‘2(Z/pZ, MI) for every 
Z/pZ(Z/pZ)-module MI and all j > 0. We use this in the following. 
Lemma 1.2.Let 1 -W-+G+Z/pZ -+ 1 be arz exact sequence o,f groups, aild let M” 
be a Z/pZ(G)-rnodule’such that !jj(U, M”) = 0 for all j E Z. Then nzultiplicatiorl b_v 
P(z) iizduccs arl isomorphism o,f’Hq(G, M”) on to Hq ’ 2(G, M”) j?jr all y 2 1. 
Proof. Immediate from the collapse of the spectral sequence 
W(Z/pZ, /I”(& M”)) * H’+(G, M”) 
of‘ Hochschild-Serre, together with the above remarks and the fact that this is a 
spectral sequence of H*(Z/pZ, Z/pZ)-modules with z*(l), 1 E H2(Z/pZ, Z/pZ), 
acting on the right in a way compatible with the action of 1 E H2(Z/pZ. Z/pZ) on 
the left (cf. Serre 191, Proposition 5, pp. 417-48). 
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We now complete the proof that if M’ is a Z/pZ(G)-module which satisfies condi- 
tion (3), with G a finite p-group, then &(G, M’) = 0 for all j E Z. By Proposition 
3.5 of Rim [8], we need only prove that fil(G, M’) = Hl(G,M’) = 0. Now proceed 
by induction on @e order of G. If IG I = p, G is elementary abelian and the result is 
trivial. Assume G is of minimal order such that weak projectivity over Z/pZ(H) for 
every elementary abelian subgroup H of C does not imply H1 (G, M’) = 0 for some 
Z/‘pZ(G)-module M’. Obviously we may assume G is not elementary abelian. By our 
induction assumption H* (0; M’) = 0 for every proper subgroup U of G, so again by 
Proposition 3.5 of Rim, we get that k( U, M’) = 0 for every proper subgroup U of 
G and every j E Z. By Lemma 1.2, for any nontrivial map Zi : G + Z/pZ, multiplica- 
tion by p(zi) induces an isomorphism from Hj(G, M’) to Hi+*(G, M’) for any j > 0. 
However, this means that in particular, if we pick zI , . . . . z,,, to satisfy Serre’s Propo- 
sition, then multiplication by IIF 1 fl(zi) produces an isomorphism from H* (G, M’) 
to Hl+~~~(G, M’). But I$!: 1 fl(Zi) = 0, so we must have H1 (G, M’) = 0 as desired. The 
theorem is proved. 
Corollary 1 .I. Let G be a finite group, R any ring, and M at1 R(G)-module. The fhl- 
lowing are equivalent: 
( 1) M is R(G)-projective. 
(2) M is R(H)-projective for every abelian subgroup H of G. 
(3) M is R(H)-projective for every elentetrtar~~ abelian subgroup H oj’G. 
(4) M is R(H)-projective for some conjugate-H of every elementary abeliar] sub- 
group of G. 
Proof. Each condition is equivalent to R-projective and weakly projective as an 
R(H)-module for H in the set of groups mentioned. 
C~roIlary 1.2. Let G be a finite group, R any ring, attd M an R(G)-tttodtde. The fi,l- 
lo wing are equivalent: 
(1) M is R(G)-inective. 
(2) M i!; R(H)-injective for evetv abelian subgroup H of G. 
(3) M is R(H)-injecrive for eve& elmett~arv abeliatz subgroup H of-G. 
(4) M is R(H)-injecrive for some mnjugair h of‘ever)’ ckttmtary abeliatl sub- . 
group of G. 
Proof. Each condition is equivalent to R-injective and weakly injective an as R(II)- 
module for H in the set of groups mentioned. But for finite groups. weakly inject ive 
and weakly projective are identical. 
3. Elementary abelian subgroups of a finite quotient 
Theorem 1 is in fact a special case of another 1’ l3orem which is easily derived 
from it. In this section we drop tilt: assumption t
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Theorem 2. Let R be any ring, let 1 + N + G s C -+ 1 be an exact sequence of 
groups in which C is finite, and let M be an R(G)module. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(I) M is (R(G), R(N))-relatively projective. 
(2) M is (R(H), R(N))-relative& projective for all H which equal o-‘(A) as A 
ranges over the abelian subgroups of C. 
(3) M is (R(H), R(N))-relrztivetv projective for all H which equal o-‘(A) as A 
ranges over the elementary abelian subgroups of C. 
(4) M is (R(H), R(N))-reL+tively projective for every H = u-l(A) as A rarlges over 
a set of representatives of t!x* conjugacy classes of elementary abelian subgroups of 
c. 
Proof. The proof relies on [he following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. Let N, be a normal subgroup of finite index of the group G 1, let R be 
any ring, and let M 1 be an R(G 1 )-module. Then M 1 is (R(G 1 ), R(N 1 ))-relatively 
projective iff Horn R WI >(M 1 , M 1 > is a weakly projective Z(G 1 /N 1 )-nlodule (where 
the action is diagonal). 
Proof. Ml is (R(G& R(NI))-relatively projective iff there is an R(N$homomor- 
phism f: M, -+ ICI, such that t N, _,G, df) gives us the identity map on iv,. But now 
consider the map of Z-modules 
Hom(f, 1) : Horn R(NI)(M19MlP Ho~“,Cy,)(M,w ’ 
A calculation (as in [8], Proposition 2.1) shows that tl_G,/~l(Ho~~~(f, 1)) is the 
identity map on Horn 
module. 
R(NIJ(Ml, MI) and this is a weakly projective Z(Gl/Nl)- 
On the other hand, if Hom R(NIJ(M , Ml) is a weakly projective Z(Gl/N1)- 
module then Horn R(N&%4) GIIfVI = NGI/N1 l Z~OIII 
cular, there is an f E Ho~~~~~)(M~ ,M,) such that N 
R,mr,I(Ml, Ml). III parti- 
G J N If is the identity map on 
fi’l; but NG /N l f = tN+&(/], SO M1 is then (R(G,), RtN,))-relatively projective. 
The lemma k p:ovcd. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we need only observe that each of the 
conditions is now equivalent to the weak projectivity of Ho~~~~N~~(M~, 111, ) over 
the appropriate set of subgroups of the quotient. Apply Theorem 1. 
Corollary 2.1.111 Tileorem 2 we maJj replace all relative projectivity conditions with 
absolute projectivity ones over the same subrings. 
Proof. Absolute projectivity is equivalent o relative projectivity with respect o 
R(N, ) plus absolute projectivity over R(NI ). 
4. A countemmnple 
The queslion arises a  to whether or not ThePmnl li em be strenpthencd. The 
most obvious possibility is to consider the condition: Q 4) M is weakly R(I/)-projcc- 
tiQt? f--Or eQt?pg, CqPdiC Sub roup fi of c’. The following @x:lmple, which is only a mincer 
modification of one of Adams and Mar olis ( [ I J ~ pa 275) &ows t)lat cont&ivn (14) 
does not imply weakly R(G)-project ive, 
Example. Let R =F2 a:ld G = Z ZZ,snd letgl andgZ be two distinct non- 
trivial elements of G. Let .91 be the R(G)=module on two generators CC and b with 
the relations 
(RI + Ucl+ (if& + l)b and (gz+ I)cz+(IpI + Ub . 
. 
A slightly messy calculation shows that the set of r&ions is freely generated over 
F2 by the two relations above and the relations 
It follows easily that M is free as an F#‘)-module for any cyclic subgroup H, and 
we can choosega and bas the elements of the free basis of 111 over F,(H). But ill is 
not cyclic over Fz(G), so by dimensional arguments, not F?(G)-free. But in this 
case, weakly projective is equivalent to frx e (Rim 18 i , Proposit ion 3.5). 
5. The extension of projectivity and iujectivity 
h fdhS hill ~Wc~hies 1.1 md 1 .2 that if’bi is my subgroup of the f’inik 
@XNl~3 G such that every nontrivid ehcnt of prime order in 6 is in G’, ;rnd K is 311) 
ring, then my B(G)-n~dulc is R(G)-projective itl’ it is R(G’)qm~jccfivc, and likewise 
for injective. The question arises as to when this result can be extended. Although 
the author is primarily interested in the projective case, most of our results cm be 
duahed to injectives. 
Our first observatim is that it follows easily from the work of Serre ( [2Oj . Thw- 
rem 1) fht if G’ is a subgroup Ciff; of f‘irpite i des. K is commtativc (; is R-m-sit)ll 
free, and cd. R G’ < 00, then any ~~G)-mL!~mle M a hich is R-projective (injective) is 
of finite projective (resp. inject ive) dinienslor ’ III\ i iking 3s 3 resolution for M the _
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complex P,8@4 (resp. HomR (P*, M)) with diagonal G-action, where P, is a finite 
length resolution for R. But in this case either the dimensions over the two rings are 
equal or the dimension over R(G) is infinite (see e.g. [3] , Theorem 13 applied to 
group rings). So R(G’)-projective (injective) implies R(G)-projective (resp. 
injective). 
We now come to a useful proposition. 
Proposition 3. Let G % Z/p2 be a group map, and let G’ = ker(n). Assume there is 
an integer n > 0 such that tha a map 
IT* : IP(ZJpZ, Fp) + W.(G, Fp) 
is ‘the 0 map. Then if R is ariy ring and P any R(G)-module, P is R(G)-projective iff 
P is R(G’)-projective. Likewise, P is R(G)-injective ifjcP is R(G’)-injective. 
Proof. That R(G)-projective (injective) implies R(G’)-projective (resp. injective) is 
always true for G’ a subgroup of G. We need only prove the implication in the other 
direction. The proofs for projective and injective are dual; we shall do the projective 
case and leave the injective case to the reader. 
If 71 is trivial, then G = G’ and the statement of the theorem is a tautology, so we 
assume ?r is non-trivial. Note that since 7t* is a map of graded rings which commutes 
with the Bockstein, our assumption i the theorem implies that 
IT* : Hj(Z/pZ, Fp) + Hj(G, Fp) 
is the O-map for all j 2 n. 
Lemma 3.1. Let MI and M2 be two R(G)-modules satisfying Ext&(M, , M2) = 0 for 
all i > 0. Then 
for all i where HomR (MI , M2) is given the diagonal G-action. 
Proof. We get a natural isotilorphism 
HomZcc)(M, HomK (M’, M”)) e l-IomRtGl(M’ @ ,M, M”) 
where M is any Z(G)-module and M’ and M” are any two R(G)-modules, and the 
action of G is diagonal on HomR(M’, M”) and on M’@ zM, by applying the functor 
Homz(C)(Z, _) to the natural isomorphism 
Homz(M, HomK (M’, M”)) = HomR (M’ @ zM, M”) 
defined as usual, only treated as an isomorphism of Z(G)-modules where the action 
of (7 is diagonal everywhere. Now in the first is0rr~niphism. substitute 3Z(G)-projec- 
tive resslutisn of2 for 
&I”. The double ~or~~~~ex on 
~~inje~t~v~ reflection of M, for 
to a spectral s~~~~~~~~ which has 
side wei get that the sequence cou- 
) = 0 for all s > 0, the 
Getting back to the pr~~positi~~n~ since P is R~~~‘)=pr~~j~~tive it is R=projcctive. and 
for any R(G)-module A, Extft(P, A ) = 0 for al1 i > 0. Since P is R(C)-projectkc. t.vt’ 
can combine the above lemma and Corollmy IQ. I of 131 and get that 
Extk,,,(P,A) =Il’cG, Hoi+,$P.A)) 
is y-torsion for all i > 0. Now consider the cxsct sequence 
O+/,A+Ak4-A,-+0 
where the middle map is multiplication by p. Since P is R-projective, we get an exact 
sequence 
O~HonlR(P,I,A)~Honl~(P.A)~ Horn&A)+ Hom,(P,Ap)-+ 0 
\I 
H”mR/pR fpp * k p ) * 
Since P is R(C’)-projective, Pp is RlpR(G’)-projective. If we can prove the proposi- 
tion for the ring R , then we will have that 
(Pp, pA)) = H(G, HOmR(P, pA)) = 0 for all i > 0 , 
M”(6, Ho”~R/,,R(P~~, Ap)) = H’(C, HoniR(P, A$) = 0 for all i > 0 , 
by Lf3llrlla 3.1. It Will follow that multiplication of N’(G, thm& ,d )) by p is an 
isomorphism for all i > 0, but since WC have seen above this cohomology group is 
p-torsion, it must be 0. Thus 
b&&f A) = ffi(G, hmR(f, A)) is 0 for all i > 0 , 
and P will be shown to be R(G)-projective. So WC need only prove it in the cw K is 
a Z/@-algebra, which we assume for the remainder of this proof. 
So now consider the Hochschild-Serre spectra1 sequence (Cartan and l!ilenbcrg 
[2 1 , p. 350) for the cohon~logy over G of t!omR (P, ,4) induced by the group es- 
tension 
l+G’+G~Z/pZ+ 1. 
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The spectral sequence on the E2 level is 
E2” = w(Z/pZ, Hs(G’, Hom,(P, A))) * w+S(G, HomR(P, A)) . 
The spectral sequence is a sequence of H*(Z/pZ, Z/pZ)-graded modules in a way 
compatible with the action induced via the map ?T* on the right. But note now that 
Lemma 3.1 with G replaced by G’ gives us that 
IIS(G’, HomR(P, A)) = h3 
if s > 0, so our spectral seque Ice collapses. On the left, for any j > 0 we have that 
mu1 tiplication of El” by any I. on-zero element of H2j(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) induces a map 
that gives us an isomorphism to Es’2Ls for Y > 0. The collapse of the spectral se- 
quence implies that the indt ted action on the right is also an isomorphism in degrees 
above 0. But if 2j > rt, the i.iduced action must be the O-map since the in-rage of 7r* 
is 0 in degree 2j. Thus the O-map from LQG, HomR(P, A)) to w+2j(G, HomR(P,A)) 
is an isomorphism if Y > 0 and 2j > n. So we have 
Extk(c,(P, A) = Hr(G, HomR(P, A)) = 0 
if r > 0, so P is R(G)-projective. The proposition is proved. 
We note that the conditions of the proposition can never be satisfied if 7r splits; 
in fact unless p is a unit in R, if g E G \G’ with gp = 1 then R(G) c+((~,) R is R(G’)- 
projective but not R(G)-projective. I do not know of any example where 7r does not 
split but still g* is nonzero in every degree. 
6. The Moore conjecture 
We see from the above that problems tend to arise mainly when G’ does not in 
some sense represent all of the torsion of G. With these considerations in mind we 
are led to consider the following conjecture, which was first suggested to me by my 
thesis advisor, Prof. John C. Moore. 
Moore’s Co:3jecture. Assume G’ is a subgroup of G of firlite index, such that every 
element of Gc G’ has a non trivial power in G’ or has as its order a uru’t irt R. Then 
every R(G)-module which is R(G’)-projective is R(G)-projective. 
In section 5, we saw that this corrjecture is true if G or G’ is a finite group or ifR 
is commutative and G’ satisfies c.d . ]!G’ < 06. Most of the rest of this paper will be 
concerned with proving restrictions of the Moore Conjecture (the conjecture in 
general remains open). 
Definition. A class of groups wil; be called FLclosed, or finite index closed, if any 
subgroup of finire index of zny group in the class must itself be in the class. 
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Let (!2 be a class of groups. We will speak of the Moore Conjecture restricted to 
the cases where G E (2 as the Moore E! Conjecture. 
Proposition 4. Let e be an Fklosed class of groups. The Moore e Corljecturc is 
equivalent to its restriction to the cases where G’ is a normal subgroup of G of prime 
itjdex. 
Proof. From the conjecture to its restriction is trivial. To go in the other direction, 
let G be any group in e, and let G’ be any subgroup of G of finite index. Let 
iv=n gEcgG’g-‘l. It is easy to see that N is a normal subgroup of G of finite index. 
We claim that if G’ as a subgroup of G satisfies the assumptions of the Moore e 
Conjecture, then SO doesN as a subgroup of G. For if not, there is an element g # 1 
of GIN which has no nontrivial power in N (so it is of finite order), and whose order 
is not a unit in R. We may assume that g is of prime order by replacing it by an ap- 
propriate power of itself if necessary. Since g is not in N, there is a g E G such that 
g$gG’g-l. It follows thatg-1 - gg $ G’, but this is an element of GIG’ of prime or- 
der whose order is not a unit in R, contradicting our assumption. So iV as a subgroup 
of G satisfies the assumptions of the Moore e Conjecture. 
Now by Corollary 2.1, we need only prove that if ICZ is an R(G)-module which is 
R(N)-projective, then M is R(H)-projective for every subgroup H of G which is the 
inverse image in G of an elementary abelian subgroup of G/N. Since each H will be 
of finite index in G, it also wiil be in e. Now proceeil by induction on the index of 
N in H. If it is p, the prime associated with the elementary abelian group H/N, we 
are done. Suppose it is p’, i > 1. By taking the inverse image in H of a cyclic sub- 
group of H/N, we get a group N, which is normal in H of index piA * 9 and in which 
N is normal of order p. Since N, is a subgroup of H of finite index, IL’, is in e, and 
since M is R(N)-projective and N, is of index p over N, IIf is R(N$projective. Now 
by our induction assumption, since the index of N, in H is pii * and M is R(& j- 
projective, M must be R(H)-projective. The proposition is proved. 
AS a result of Propositions 3 and 4 we are led to consider the following two con- 
ditions on classes of groups: 
Condition 1. A class of groups e is said to satisfy condition 1 if for any group 
G E e , iiny prime ll (nonzero), and any non-split homomorphism of groups 
G % Z/pZ, there is an integer II > 0 such that the map 7~~ : H”(Z/pZ, Fp)--+Ep’(GJ;,) 
is the O-map. 
Condition 2. A class of groups e is said to satisfy condition 2 if for any prime p 
(nonzero) there is an integer II > 0 such that for any group G E C and any non-split 
homomorphism of groups G G Z/bZ, the map n* : Jjll(Z/pZ, E;,) -+ fP(G, Fp) is the 
O-map. 
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Note that if e satisfies condition 2 then it satisfies condition 1. Note also that as 
in the proof of Proposition 3, both conditions imply that my: w(Z/pZ, Fp) 
+ HZ@, Fp) is the O-map whenever Y > n. 
Definition. Let e be any class of groups. We define e* to be the class of all groups 
which can be constructed as filtering colimits of groups in e. 
Note that for any class of groups e, Cf is a subclass of e *. 
PropcEsition 5. Let e be an H-closed class of groups. 
( 1) If e satisfies conditio [I I, the Moore e Conjecture is true. 
(2) If’ e satisfies conditim 2, the Moore P Conjecture is true. 
Proof. Part (1) follows direc9y from Propositions 3 and 4, together with the fact 
that if G’ is a normal subgrc up of prime index in G and G E e , the hypothesis of 
the Moore C Conjecture st Jtes that either the natural map G + G/G’ does not split, 
or IG/G’ I is a unit in R. In the latter case instead of Proposition 3, we apply Corol- 
lary IO-2 of [3] to the classical transfer from R(G’) to R(G). 
Part (2) follows from psrt (1) and the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 5.1. Let e be an H-closed class of groups. Then e* is H-closed. 
Proof. Let G = Jim 
S 
Gi, where I is a filtered indexing set and Gi E e for all i E 1. 
Let oi : Gi + G be the canonical maps, and let H be a subgroup of G of finite index. 
Then the oil:‘(H) as i ranges over I form a directed set of groups, and it is easy to 
verify that H = of’(H). But for any group map, the inverse image of a subgroup 
of finite index is a subgroup of the same or smaller index. So for each i E I, we have 
that crlFn (II’) is a subgroup of finite index of Gi, so oil (H) E C and H E e *, as de- 
sired. 
Lemma 5.2. Let e be any class of groups. If e satisfies conditiorr 2, then P satisfies 
condition 2, and therefore satisfies condition 1. 
Proof. Let p be a prime, and let 12 be such that it is associated to p in verifying that 
condition 2 is satisfied. Let G = lim 
z7” 
Gi, where Gi E e, oi : Gi + G are the canonical 
maps, and I is a filtered indexing set. Let 7r : G + Z/pZ be a non-split map of groups. 
Then n = ls+ 710 oi. Note also that no oi : Gi + Z/pZ is not split, for if 0 : Z/pZ + c;‘i 
. _ 
splits it then uio 6 splits 7r. Since Gi E e, we have that the map 
is the O-map. 
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Now, by the Kunneth formula, if G is any group, Ipz(c, FP) is isomorphic in a 
way which is natural in G to HomF (HJC, FP), FP). Thus n* = Horn& l), and 
(n 0 Oi)” = Hom((no ai)*, 1). It folloqVs that the maps (no ai)* : H,(G, FP) 
-+ H,(Z/pZ, F’) are all 0. But since homology commutes with direct limits, 
7r* = (lim no Ui)* = lim 
ia+ jEf 
(fl0 0i)g l 
So in degree n, 
‘* 1 Hn(G, Fp) +Hn(Z/pZ, Fp> 
is the O-map and 
n* = Horn@,, 1) 
is the O-map from flz(Z/pZ, FP) to Hn(G, FP). The lemma is proved. 
Part (2) of Proposition 5 now follows immediately. 
Corollary 5.1. Let d b be the class of abelian groups. The Moore SQ b Conjecture is 
true. 
Proof. Let d b, be the class of finitely generated abelian groups. Then ~8 bf* = d b. 
We must show that S4 bf satisfies condition 2. But if A is a finitely generated abelian 
groups and n : A + Z/pZ is a map of abelian grou s which does not split and is not 
4 trivial, then n factors through the usual map Z/p Z + Z/pZ (seen by taking an ap- 
propriate cyclic decomposition of A). But for this map it is well known that the in- 
duced map 
H2(Z/pZ F )+H2(Z/p2Z,F ) ’ P P 
is the O-map, so since 
IT* : H2(Z/pZ, Fp) + H2(A, Fp) 
factors through this map, it is also the O-map. So condition 2 is satisfied if for each 
prime we choose n = 2. 
Corollary 5.2. If the class of finitely presented groups satisfies condition I?, therz the 
Moore Conjecture is true. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 5 and the standard facts that 
every group is a filtering colimit of finitely presented groups, and that the class of 
finitely presented groups is FI-closed. (For the latter fact, see Magnus, Karras, and 
Solitar [6], Corollary 2.8, p. 93.) 
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Proposition 6. The class of all finite groups satisfies condition 1. 
Proof. The statement of the proposition follows easily from a theorem of Quillen 
and Venkov [7]. 
Corollary 6.1. If $& is the class of all finite groups, the Moore sf Conjecture is true. 
Proof. Of course, Qf is Fk’osed. Apply Proposition 5. 
As we observed earlier, tt 4s is also an easy consequence of Corollary 1 .l . 
Proposition 5 raises the +estion of whether it is in fact necessary for the class e 
td satisfy condition 2 in OI .ier for e* to satisfy condition 1. The following provides 
an affirmative answer in triost of the cases of interest. 
Proposition 7. Let E! be a i-lass of groups which is closed under finite direct products. 
The following are equivalent: 
( 1) e satisfies condition 2. 
(2) P satisfies condition? 2. 
(3) e* satisfies condition 1. 
Furthermore, if ( 1) is true, the minimal n which can be associated with a prime p to 
satisfy condition 2 is of the form 2peP or 2peP - 1 if p is odd, and of the form 2e2 
forp = 2. 
Proof. (1) * (2) * (3) follows trivially from Lemma 5.2. 
(3) * (1). Suppose not. Then there is a prime p and a set of groups C;, , G,, . . . in- 
dexed by the positive integers and for each group a map ni : Gi + Z/p& such that 
each GI is in the class e, each 7ri does not split, and ITT : #(Z/pZ, Fp) + H’(Gi, Fp) 
is nonzero. The restricted irect product of the Gi’s is in C!*, and the map which is 
ni on the Gi component is easily seen to contraflict (3). Thus (3) * (1). 
To prove the last statement, let G E C! and let 7 : G + Z/p2 be a non-split group 
map such that 
IT* : H*(Z/pZ, Fp) +H”(G, Fp) 
is nonzero in maximal degree for any such map frotn any ~4: 1 lp in e to Z/PZ- If 
this maximal degree is less than 2, the stated forms can be ~‘iieved, so assume that 
n* is nonzero in degree 2. Ifp is odd, let u EH2(G, FP) by tile image under IP of a 
nonzero element uof H2(Z/pZ, I$); by &r assumptions 
tive integer such that 14” # 0, tP+* = 
c-i 5,~ 9. Let wz be that posi- 
0. Thus + above is nua>zero in degree 2r17, 
but is 0 in degree 201 + 2. Suppose m is not of the form pep .- 1 for any choice of 
%. IMne the map Z : G X G --+ Z/pZ by ?T((gl , g2)) = n(gl ;I t n(g2). We get that 
F(v, = II a 1 $- 1 ca u E H*(G, Fp, q,- H*(G, Fp, = H”(G X G, Fj,) . 
P 
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This means 
m 
Z*(u’“+l) =l$m+lQQ 1 + 10s 14m+l t z: ( 
rn + 1 
i=l i 
jUia um+l -i 
=fJ cnrj l)UiBum+l-i since Ilrn+ 1 = 0 . 
i=l 
Now each tr% urn+] -i ’ IS a nonzero element of the distinct summand 
Hzl(G F )@F H2(n*+1 -zl(G, F ) of H2m+2(G X G, FP). Also since r71 + 1 is not 
of the’fokr p$, at least one of tie binomial coefticients (n’ “) is nonzero in I$,, 
so n*(d n+l) # 0. But C X G is ine , and ndoes not split, so 
5” : H*(Z/pZ, FP, + H”(G X G, F/,) 
being nonzero in degree 2111 +2 contradicts our assumption on the maximality of rr. 
If p = 2, the argument is identical except that we let u be the nonzero element of 
H1(Z/2Z, F2) and u = n*(u) E H1(G, F2), and since the difference in degree between 
18” and lcm + 1 is just 1, we do not get the uncertainty of degree 1 that occurs in the 
other cases. 
Finally, we prove a result on finitely generated modules over locally finite groups. 
Proposition 8. If the Muore (2 Conjecture is tme, thcrt the Mwre L e Cmjectrrrc ITS- 
tricted to finitely generated modules is tme. 
Proof. Let G be a group in Le, and let H be a subgroup satisfying the hypotheses 01 
the Moore Conjecture, and let M be a finitely generated R(H)-projective R(G)-module. 
Any finite set of elements in R(G) is in R(Gi) for some subgroup Gi of G such that 
GiEe.ButHnGi as a subgroup of Gi satisfies the hypotheses of the Moore c 
Conjecture, and M is R(H r\ G&projective and therefore R(Gi)-projective. In parti- 
cular, for every finite set of elements of R(G), there is a subring containing these 
elements over which M is flat. By the standard characterization of flat modules using 
linear relations between elements ([2] , p. 123) it follows that M is R(G.)-flat. But 
since M is finitely presented over R(H), it is finitely presented over R(G). l-lowever, 
any finitely presented flat module is projective, 
Corollary 8.1. The Moore LGf Cmjecture restricted to finitely gewatcd rwdtrles is 
true. 
Proof. Combine Corollary 6.1 and Proposition 8. 
The above proposition dnd coroliary are the only ones in this paper where projec- 
tiviQ cannot be replaced by injectivitv in the Moore Conjecture. 
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